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Dear Admin team

reservation for ISH3;     list of concerns;     and procedural requests

To make sure I do not miss the deadline, at least for this bit, I hereby requeset to
attend in person at ISH 3. Of course this is subject to Covid issues.

I would wish to have the right to contribute on any topic, but my main concerns
and main contributions would be in the following areas:

Traffic, and network data and the modelling
Alternatives
Cyclists’ provision
Air Quality

Climate Change 

Can I add some points addressed to the ExA:

I do feel that there is much to be gained by having more dialogue-on-the-spot,
where issues can be dealt with and resolved rather than "left till later" in the
hearing - a "later" which gets of course drowned by the next thing.  Please can
we have a mechanism like a 'point of order,' which used intelligently and with
due restraint by all parties would ensure that mis-steatements or controversial
"facts" or opinions by anyone could be corrected / addressed immediately.  This
will save time over the course of the day and avoid the conversation going back
to things raised half an hour before, which leaves a false impression to linger in
everyone's mind and even skew the conversation in a direction which is
completely "wrong"

In addirion I may wish to raise issues concerning ExA rulings. I am concerned
that some very big issues which stakeholders need reassurance about are going
un-aired and un-resolved. They cannot be left until,later - as there is no
"later"        I hope to put flesh on the bones of this matter in one of my DL7
submissions.

Best wishes

Daniel Wimberley
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